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ABSTRACT 
A technique has been developed for the precise location of cosmic 
rays i n a magnetic spectrograph. The technique uses the neon f l a s h tube 
f i r s t introduced by Conversi and h i s co-workers. I n t h i s technique 
i o n i s i n g p a r t i c l e s give r i s e to v i s i b l e flashes i n a glass tube 
containing neon. 
The th e s i s describes a systematic study of the f l a s h tubes over 
a wide range of paxameter. Tubes have been constructed having the 
properties required for operation i n a spectrograph and a description 
i s given of the operation of a prototype spectrograph. The accuracy of 
track location has been found to be at l e a s t as great as that i n conven-
ti o n a l cloud chambers. 
The theoretical aspect of the operation of the tubes i s discussed 
and a new mechanism i s postulated for tubes f i l l e d at high press;ares. 
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This thesis describee the development of a new technique for the 
detection of ionising particles and i t s use i n an instrument for the 
investigation of high energy cosmic rays. 
The develpiment and some prellminaxy measurements on the character-
i s t i c s of the neon flash tubes were made by the author at Manchester. 
Thie work was continued i n Durham by the author and his colleagues under 
the puperTision of Dr. A. VI. Wolfendale. 
I n viba.t follows earphasis i s placed on those aspects of the work 
which -were the particular oonoena of the author. Acknowledgement i s made 
i n the text to any specific contribution made by his colleagues. 
Scane of the work described has been published by the author and his 




The existence of cosnic radiation has been knovm since the early 
experdments of Hess (1912, 15) and Kblhorster (1914-19). Frcm more recent 
measuarements made at high altitudes ^dth nuclear amilsions and counter 
telescopes i t has been established that the primary coanic rays entering 
the earth's atmosphere consist mainly of protons and nuclei of the heavier 
elements. The priatnaiy nuclei are absorbed by inelastic collisionG with a i r 
nuclei. The absorption length for nuoleons Is '^120 g/cm^  and i s consider-
^ably shorter for oc particles and heavier nuclei; i n consequence most of 
the primary cosmic rays interact i n the irpper layers of the atmosj^iere 
(above '^50,OCX) f t . ) . Hiese interactions give rise to the secondary radia-
tion consisting of nucleons and nuclear fragments, charged and neut3?al 
7t - mesons, a»i heavy mesons and hyperons. The secondary particles produce 
further mesons and nuoleons by collisions with a i r nuclei. The positive 
—8 
and negative 7t- mesons have a mean-life of (2.56 ± .05) x 10 sec and 
either decay i n f l i g h t into mesons and neutrinos or are absorbed by 
nuclei i n inelastic collicions oacaevAiSLt similar to those of the primary 
nucleoni. The relative probabilities of these procecses can be evaluated as 
follows. 
If Z is the mean l i f e of the meson at rest i t s apparent mean l i f e when 
moving with a velocity yg o i s The average distance traversed 
by the meson before i t disintegrates i s thus 
where p i s the mcmentum of the meson and m Is the rest mses. For a 
7l- meson of rest mass 159. 65 + «o6 M.e.v. having an energy of G.e.v. 
the distance Zd i s -^ 50 ,p^ metres. 
The probabili-tjr of interaction of the ^  meson cpn be derived under 
certain slfflfplifyins assumptions. I t ban be assxjmed that the ^-mesons are 
produced at a unique pressure leVel of 100 g/cm2 below the top of the atmos-
phere corresponding to 15 kilcmetres above sea level. The interaction 
length^as d l s t i j i c t firom the absorption lengthy has been found to be -^60 
g/cm^  at low energies and i t i s assumed that this result i s applicable to 
a l l energies^ The nean fVee path before interaction i s then —SOOO metres. 
Sius^since Zd '^ 50 p^ metres, decay and interaction are equally probable 
for pig ~20 G. e.v/o. This means that most of the /T-mesons with momentun 
appreciably below 20 G. e.v/c and a small fraction of those above 20 G.e.v/c 
decay into yu-^sons. 
Although the nuclear interaction of the ^ i-meson i s weak and most of the 
fast ytt mesons produced by TJ^decay reach sea level M M I the fact that the 
JA^" meson i s unstable and decays Into an electron and two neutrinos results 
i n a loss of low enei^gy JU.- mesons. 
The neutral TT- mesoas have a short mean l i f e of ~10~-^^ sec and decay 
into two photons which i n turn materialise i n the presence of nuclei to foim 
electron pairs and ultimately electron photon cascades. 
The heavy mesons and liyperons are produced i n relatively small numbers 
and are unstable, having numerous decay schmes. 
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Of particular relevance to the present discussion i s the nature of 
the cosmic radiation at, or near^sea level. I t Is custcmaiy to divide 
this radiation into two ccctponents, the hard and soft cocgjonents, so named 
because of their abilUgr or otitierwise to penetrate moderate thicknesses 
(10 can) of lead. The hard ccniponent consists predoninantly o f ^ - mesons. 
At low energies ytt- mesons ccme chiefly frqn the 7?"-^ decay process. High 
energy mesons arise from the decay of 7t~- mesons an^ . also frcm the 
kyt^, ^ 5 perhaps other heavy mesons. The soft caaponent consists mainly 
of electrons and photons and ccmes fran the decay of K mesons, the decay 
of yCx, - mesons and ejection of electrons from oxygen and nitrogen molecules 
by the energetic Jlju- mesons. 
The hard component at sea level, has been studied i n detail by "aany 
wprkersi iCn particular the mcmentm spectrm and the ratio of positive to 
negative ytt- mesons have been extensively investigated. Such investigations 
are useful i n that they throw l i g j i t on the basic interactions of the primar-
ies and v&en ccmbined \7ith underground measurements give infoimation on 
the energy loss of fast jX^ mesons. 
The work described i n this thesis concerns the design and construction 
of an instrument for studying the sea level jjur- mesons, e^ecia l l y the 
detennination of their momentum spectrum. 
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CH&PTER i l 
COSaiQ-RAY SPBOTROGRAHitS 
11*1 Previous Instrumenta 
Measurments of the energy spectrum have been made using two main 
methods, viz: the determination of range and mcmentum. 
Absolute measurements have been made of the flux of mesons as a 
function of ndninnm range for various condensed materials. Among the 
early experiments of this type may be mentioned those of Wilson (1958) < 
ahd Emert (1957) vdio used counter telescopes tinder different thicknesses 
of absorber. The range-energy relationship vi&s then used to convert the 
range spectrum to the mcmentum spectrum at sea level. This method suffers 
trm the disadvantages that the i^nce enersr relation i s uncertain at high 
energies and a rather low limiting momentum i s set ty the maximum thickness 
of absorber available. 
Blackett (1957), Jones (1959) and Wilson (1946) used cloud chambers 
operated i n magnetic fi e l d s to determine the mcmenta of fast particles. 
The di f f e r e n t i a l spectrum of fast ^ -mesons at sea level vr&a thus directly 
deteimined. This method, too, has defects i n that cloud chambers i n 
magnetic fields are Inefficient i n making f u l l use of the magnetic f i e l d 
available. Purthemore, ttorbultode i n the cloud chamber sets a oon[Q)a3rative-
l y low upper l i m i t to the measurable mcmenta 
l i i recent years the di f f e r e n t i a l spectrum has been measured with 
magnetic spectrographs i n which most of the detecting elements are external 
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to the magnetic f i e l d . Alikanlan and co-workers (1947, a,b, 194$ a,b) Sf 
Car© et a l (1950) used counter spectrographs with one magnet and the 
ISaiichester ©roup, E^ ams et a l (1950), a ^mmetrical arrangement of two 
magnets. The efficiency with which the available magnetic f i e l d was used 
i n the l a t t e r instrument was 50^ compared with £^ i n cloud ohasaber work 
(ESsrams et a l 1950). The principle of spectrograph operation can best be 
discussed with reference to one particular instrument and the Manchester 
speotrograph w i l l be taken as an example. 
I I . 2. The Manchester Spectrp^T^i. 
This instronaent consisted of two large electromagnets each with pole 
faces of area 30 cm x 40 cm, with the analler dimension veartical and the 
pole faces separated by a distance of 9,5 cm. Three trays of Geiger 
counters determined the points of intersection of the particle trajectory 
with the three planes aa', bb', co'. A aohematio diagram of the arrange-
ment i s shown i n f i g . 1. The shaded portions srepresent the magnetic f i e l d 
iregions. To exclude particles which i n any part of their trajeotoiy may 
pass through the iron of the pole pieces, defining coxinters were placed i n 
each pole gap. The accepted event of the spectrograph TTBS thus a five-fold 
coincidence ccmprising discharges of one counter from each of the three trays 
a, b and o and one defining counter fran each of the tjrays i n the pole gaps 
of the magnets. 
The principle of operation can be seen by reference to f i g . 1. The 
angular deflection 0 of the imrt5.cle i n each of magnetic fields i s given by 
F i g . 1 




vh#r« p i s the radius of curviiiture of themrtlGle tx»J«etcry i n oa, p 
the mcttantum of the particle i n e*v./c an4^«<f i s th« l l n * Integral of 
the Btagnetie fi<»Id i n g»us9 ca. I t can be shoim that the a a ^ t t a l defleot-
im BB* a A* do 9* Thas the sicim!ntui& of th« particle i n terms of a ia 
A 
the maxiim^ vMt tGtjhdtQf 6 ae 10^ ga^s m. and oount^s of 4 (Sa 
dittsieteir the maximum detectable mcetenttaB la SO G'.e.v./e* ^ maxAwum 
detectable mctaentum i s defined as the mcttrniton for T^hioh the aagnetie 
deflection i s aqual to the G« unceartalnty i n the tBeasuronent q£ tha 
deflecticaa. 
I n order to inor^ee the majdffium detectable mcaentua Holaias et a l 
(1056) intreauc^d a f l a t o&iM &mScm at aaoh of the threa Masurlng 
l«vdl a, b, o. The feraoka i n thece cloud ohambare had a width of -^1 m 
and i t xms po&sible i d t h careful temperature control to locate tha 
trajeetoiy of 'he partlola with an overall uncejrtainty of -^ 0*8 n 
(Poyd anif? Trolfendale 19S7). Vith this new arran^janent the maxlinaiH 
detectable aomentiitt ma -^ S^OO e.^ v/o, 
Th0 use of ttTO imgoiets and the gecmetry emplt^ed i n the Manoheater 
8pectrog3»ph restricted the taite of particles to ->16 hr"-^. IRxe l i m i t to 
the aumber of events i n the lattioc arrang^at was set rathwr t y the tlae 
taken i n the analysis than the time for oc^ecticm. 
To inoreane the rate of oolleotiort of particles of higjh Moaenta the 
moat obviooa solution i s to increase ths available solid angle ^ss dietpenalng 
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with one magnet. However, i n order to achieve octnparable mcm^tum 
resolution, h i ^ e r accuracy of track deteimination i s required. In the 
next chapter there i s considered i n detail the design of an instrument 
of higih flux and high maximum detectable mcmentum. 
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OHAPrSl I I I 
THE DESIGN OF A HIGH FLUX SPBOTROQRAffl OF 
HIGH RESOLtJnoK. 
i n . 1. General Design Considerations 
The problsn i s to design a spectrograph^trith a magnet of the Manchester 
type ^having a rate higher by a factor of ~10 and a maximum detectable 
momentum of at least 1000 G. e.v/o. The basic requirements of the i n a t i t i -
ments ore thus (a) a large eolid angle of particle collection, (b) the 
lai^gest possible line integral of the magnetic f i e l d and (c) a high 
accuracy of track location i n the detectors, The large, solid angle of 
acceptance and thus high flux i s autcraatically achieved by using only one 
of the deflecting magnets and large areas of detection. Some increase i n 
the value of the line integral^ j/^dC i s obtained by operating the magnet 
at a higher current rating, vijs. 70 aJftperes per c o i l at 30 k.w. to give a 
central f i e l d of 15,000 gauss. The problem ^ therefore, reduces to finding 
a suitable particle detector tihich could give the high accuracy of track 
location. 
As paartiole detectors^ any of the following can be used: Geiger 
counters, cloud chambers, spark counters or sci n t i l l a t i o n counters. 
The requiraaents of-ftie detector are that i t should have a large area, 
a high spatial resolution, good time resolution and be of low cost aM 
simple i n construction and operation. 
Geiger covinters^f large area and adequate time resolution are easily 
constructed, but track location to 0,5 mm can only be obtained l y mafly 
overlapping layers of small diameter (5 mm) counters. Since a very large 
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number of such counters is needed to cover an area 1000 cm'^ , the cost 
of the equipment w i l l be prohibitive. 
Cloud ohembers have high spatial and time resolution, but large f l a t 
chambers present considerable d i f f i c u l t i e s both i n construction and 
operation. A funaamental objection i s the inherent instabilHy of the 
cloud chamber track leading to a v a r i a b i l i t y i n the maximum detectable 
manenttan. 
The early spai-k counters of Hdd and Madanslty (1949), Robinson 
(195S) hsT^o been Improved by Cranahaw and de Beer (1957). (Jranshaw and 
de Beer have successfully operated a spark counter of area 100 cm^  to 
locate the trajectories of fast cosmic ray particles. However, i t i s not 
knovm Aether i t i s possible to operate ^ ^ i e n t l j f counters of large area 
(10,000 cm^ ) over long periods of time. Furthemore, spark counters are 
not efficient ixi locating the trajectories of associated events. Again 
when several particles are incident on the apprk counter the spark occurs 
prefearentlally along the track of the particle having a higher specific 
ionisation and consequently a l l the particles are not detected. 
Scintillation counters of large area and good time resolution are 
easily donstructed. But to obtain a high spatial resolution, a large 
number of small diameter (5 am) aolntillators is; required. The cost of 
the electronic equipnent such as photamiltipliers^ stabilized power supplies 
etc., v d l l be prohibitive. 
On the other haM, the neon flash tube of Conversi et a l (1955) i n 
which the spark i s replaced by a localised glow diccharce^ appears to have 
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mary advantages. In this technique neon i s oontaiiaed i n sealed glass tubes 
placed between parallel, conducting electrodea. I f a high voltage prulse i s 
applied soon after the passage of an ionising particle a visible glow dis-
charge results. Long tubes of small diameter can be used and the flash 
photographed. I t i s obvious that this technique i s essentially simple and 
most of the spectrograph requirements are satisfied. 
I I L 2. Experiments of Conversi et a l on the 
Neon F l a ^ Tube. 
Oonversi's flash tube consisted of a thin glass tube, internal dia-
meter 6.5 mm, external diameter 7.0 nm, lengttx 21.5 cm, containing spectro-
scopic neon at a pressure of 55 cm Sg* Four layers of tubes were placed 
between aluminium electrodes. Two Gteiger ootmters placed above and below 
the asseoibly were used to select ionising -Dartioles traversing the sensitive 
volme of the assembly. The two-fold ooincidenod of these counters 
triggered a pulse generator after a few microseconds delay (Td), which then 
applied a 20 k? pulse of 2 yU-sec duration to alternate plates. A similar 
pulse of -20 kV was applied sdmultaneously to the remainder of the plates. 
This produced an intense electric f i e l d of about 10 ^ /(^ i n the region of 
the gas i n the tube. :£Lectrons foiTiied i n the neon gas by the passage of 
the ionising particle undergo accelemtion i n the field, and acqiiire suf-
fic i e n t energy to i n i t i a t e a Townsend discharge which f i l l s the entire tube. 
To prevent the spread of discharge to adjacent tuhes "by photolonisation 
each tube Tjas shielded frcm the other l y blsok paper wrapping. 
The main conclusions drawn fran Conversi's experfments wore that only 
tubes f i l l e d -iTith spectroscopic neon and pulsed after very short time 
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delays ( < 2 ^ e o ) could profital)3y te used. 
l i t . 3. The Ecpei'iments of S^rsantl .et a l . 
Barsanti et a l (1956), using the same equijment as Oonversi et a l 
have made more detailed meaourements on the tubes particulao-ly on the 
variation of layer efficiency vdth various parameters. The layer 
efficiency (^) i s defined as the ratio of the numher of single flashes 
ohsearved i n a layer to the raimber of single pariiioles passing through the 
layer. The variation of efficiency with applied f i e l d strength ( E ) , ticae 
delay ("Pp) and pressure (p) of neon were studied and their results are 
shofOTi i n figures 2, 3, and 4, 
Fig, 2 shows the variation of efficiency with the applied f i e l d for 
tubes f i l l e d tdth speotroscopio neon and a mixture of spectroscopic neon 
and 2fa argon. The mixture gives e longer plateau 3 - 1 0 and a lower 
threshold. The plateau i s also found to "be independent of the pulse length 
and r i s e time. 
Fig, 5 shows the vailation of effioienqy with pressure of neon. The 
dffioieiKjy i s seen to increase with increasing paressure reaching a mayinB.im 
value of 0*75 at '^55 csm IJg after ishich there i s a slight decrease. 
The variation of efficiency with tine delay i s shown i n fig. 4. I t 
i s seen that the efficiency f a l l s off rapidly with increased time delay. 
The main results of Barsanti et a l may be aunanarised as follows: 
(a) The efficiency increases with increasing value of the fi e l d 
strength and reaches a 'saturation' value. 
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Fig. 4. 
Variation ©f Efficien£y with TMe Delay 
(larsanti et a i , 1956) 
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(c) There existe an optimum value of the pressure of neon for 
tulies of high efficiency. 
(d) The efficiency f a l l s off rapidly ^  th increased time delay. 
These workers reported that the efficiency of tubes f i l l e d with 
ocranercial neon tvas ysry low for time delays greater than ^0,5^seo. 
Further, they found i t neoessaiy to evacuate the tubes to a pressure of 
10"^ mm Hg before f i l l i n g . 
These oharabteristios are not satisfactory for the application 
envisaged here. The cost of the necai t?culd be very great and since the 
tiiae delays met with i n the five^fold coincidence 3requlrement of the 
spectrograph would be of the oixier of 7jLLseo the efflenc?y would be very 
low* As a result a ^stoniatio investigation of a l l the relevant pera-
metears was carried out, with the particular object of designing a flash 
tube suitable for use i n the spectrograph. Some theoretical analysis 
has also heen attempted ^ e r e i t concerns aspects of practical importance. 
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THE CQH5TRI30TIOW OP KEOg FIASH TUBES MP THEm 
AssooiATED mnwEm: 
IV. 1. 'ihe Fillinf:^ ^^taaar and F i l l i n g ^rcxiedura. 
Since the range of f i l l i n g oonaitions might be extensive a versatile 
vaouiBi ^stem was required. The f i l l i n g system i s shown i n fig. 5. 
An o i l diffusioal punsp assisted by a two stage Genco-hyvao backing /c" ^  
pump vjas used to evacmate the syston doim to pressures of 10" ^  ma Eg. • 
Mquid nitrogen traps were used to prevent meixsury vapour entering the 
tube system. The ultimate pressure obtained i n the system ras measured 
by the MoLeod gauge; the Pirani gauge \Tas used i n "the early stages of 
f i l l i n g to detect leaks i n the ^stm. The entire manifold was built into 
an oyen i n order to outgas the glass tubes by baking prior to f i l l i n g . 
The spectroscopic gas was stored i n glass flasks of one l i t r e capaciiy. 
The Ccasmercial neon, ocntained i n cylinders, T,'as connected via a liquid 
nitr'ogen trap aM a barcmeter, 
Since the major portion of the ayston was constructed of Fyrex glass 
i t was found possible to obtain a vacuisn of 10"^ tm Hg within SO minutes 
of switching on the heaters of the diffusion pump. With the ccnmeroial 
neon cylinder conneoted to the ^stem i t was found possible to obtain a 
vacttuta of the order of 5.10*"'^  m Hg. 
The i^ t e of leakage of gas into the f i l l i n g system tmder easaotly the 
same conditions of f i l l i n g was detersiined prior to each f i l l i n g . This value 

















The F i l l i n g System 
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could be f i l l e d to 65 cm Hg i n less than half a minute. The pressure of 
neon i n the- tubes rjas measured directly l^r the Mancmet^. 
The tubes were chemically cleaned i n the usual manner by rinsing them 
with chromic acid, tap water and d i s t i l l e d water. After flattening one end 
t h ^ were sealed on to the manifold and evacuated. The tubes were then out-
gassed at S00°o for about 50 minutes and allowed to cool donn to roan 
tcaatrperature. '^e. system :ras flushed out once or twice with the gas under 
imrestigation before f i l l i n g the tubes at the desired pressure. Known 
amounts of spectroscopic argon or other^iiijputlties' could be introduced 
before f i l l i n g thaa vdth the major constituent. After allc:,lng soue time 
for the gas to diffuse unifoimly they were sealed cf f and painted with 
Tjlack cellulose paint, 
IV. 2. The Bxperiaental .Arrangaaent 
The apparatus showa i n fig* 6 was used to determine the efficiencies 
of the tubes. Six tubes of the some f i l l i n g were placed i n a horizontal 
layer. Eight audh layers formed the tube assembly. Thin aluminium plates 
were used as electrodes, alteraate plates being connocted together. The 
high voltage pulse was applied to one set ani the other set was connected 
to earth. 
IV. 5. The Electronic circuits 
The tuhe assembly was placed "between a fouavfold coxmter telescope 
A, B, G, B, shown i n fig. 6, with the counting rate of 10 per minute. An 
ionising particle, on passing through the telescope, triggered a four-fold 
coincidence unit. This produced a posi'ive pulse cf 100 volts which was 
Tube 















delayed \y a delay line and then fed into a high voltage pulse generator. 
s 
The cjamesm was also driven by a negative pulee fran -ttie same coincidence 
unit. 
The high voltage pulse .^TBS produced i n a manner similar to that 
described by Gonversl et a l . An open delay line was discharged through a 
thyratron (22©) i n series with tiie primary of a pulse transfonner. The 
oircruii used i s i^own i n fig. 7, The coupling between the small thyratron 
(GW97) and ms made by a codipling transformer using Ferrox-cubes 
(Millard Limited) as the magnetic material to ensure a sharp pulse with a 
ris e t3ine of a fraction of a microsecond. The delay T^ between the passage 
of the particle and the applicsatlon of the pulse .^^ as controlled l y a delay 
line shown i n the figuite \ Variations i n "liie height of the pulse applied 
to tlie plates were effected ty adjusting the tapping on the matching 
resistor E. The ri s e tame Tg ocnxld be adjusted by changing the capaolly 
of a high voltage condenser C. Different values of the pulse width 
were obtained by vaiying the number of seotiona used i n the pulse forming 
network. A typical pulse i s shc5m i n Fig. 9. ^ i s the pulse width at 
73^ of the peak height and Tg the r i s e time to reach the same height. 
The choice of vi?lues for the variables Tjj and T^ was made bearing 
i n mind the values l i k e l y to be attained i n the practical application of 
the technique. For investigations involving a ntaaber of layers of Geiger 
counters several meters apart connected i n coincidence to control the 
operations of the flash tubes, delsyc of several (7 to 8) microseconds 
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pulse may; occur. In addition, e relatively lai^e value of Tjj i s often 
dictated % the xieoessity of applying the high volta(:e pulse to a large 
array of tubes having considerable electrostatic capacity. 
- 1 8 -
CHAPTBa V 
TSE OHASACTERIST133S OF lOY/ HtESSUKS TUBES • 
V. l . Tho caKtracteristics under InyBstipiftticm 
The basic requirements of the tubes are that tixey should have a 
high efficiency for flaateng vAien a particle passes through the array 
within the resolving time of the apparatus (a few jbuseo) and small number 
of spurious flashes, i.e. flashes hot due to the passage of a particle. 
Two efficiencies may be defined, f i r s t l y the layer efficiency (^ see 
dhapter I I I . 5) and secondly ^  the absolute efficiency, defined as the ratio 
of the mmiber of observed flashes to the number of rarticles passing 
through the gas In ttie tube. These efficiencies are a function of a 
number of parameters^for example ^ the dimensions, the glass, the pressure 
of the main constituent of gas f i l l i n g and the pressures of the contaminants 
added intentionally or unavoidably present and finally the characterisii cs 
of the high voltage pulse. 
IHie optimum diameter of the tuhe i s found to be i n the region of 
5-7 HBB^  Hhis value gives a high enough maximum layer efficiency and a 
reasonably small number of layers i s necessary to give the required spatial 
resolution. The types of glass investigated were those ccranonly encounter-
ed viz. i^rrex and Soda. Most of the measursments were made on I^rrex tuhes 
7.85 ram external diameter 5.75 nm internal diameter and Soda glass tubes of 
7,28 nm external and 5.58 ram Internal diameter. The main constituent of 
the gas used i n the tubes was either speotrpscqpic or ccBmeroial neon. An 
©stimafce of the constituents of the two grades of neon i s given i n Table 1. 
(British Cteygen Co. speci^cation). 
-19-
- TABIiE I 







Necm • 98^ 
Helium ^ 1 v.p.m. 
Nitrogei 1 V.p.m. 100 - 200 v.p.m. 
Oxygen ~ 1 v.p.m. . ^  10 v.p.m. 
K5jrdrogm ' N ' l v.p.m* ^ 10 v.p.m. 
(v.p.m. »5 volmes per mlUlcm) 
V. 2. Ssmeriiaents with I ^ e x caass Tdbes. 
Branpted by the ccsJiparative ease of working \7ith I^?rez glass 50 tubes 
were f i l l e d r i t h ocrattercial neon to a |)ressure of 65 cm an! tested for 
spurious flashes by npplyiifig rondcan ptilses to the plates. These were 
obtained frcm a pulse simulator t;hicdi gave 10 pulses per minute. I t was 
found that at f i e l d strengths above most of the tubss flashed 
spuriously. ISie assembly of the tubes was then subjected to 'genuine' 
pvilses trcm the four-fold coincidence unit. This time the applied pulses 
were such as to give f i e l d streng'-ihn of^Q ^ /cm» ^ ® tubes were found 
to have zero efficiency. A s i m i l a r esperiment was prforraed rjith tubes 
made of Soda glass and f i l l e d r i t h ccnHneroial necm to the same pressure. 
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Of the 50 tubes tested only 5 Jo flashed spuriously below 12 kV/o^; these 
were rejected. Of the r&mijoder 5^ flashed spuriously i n the region 
12 - 15 kV/cm. 
This diff^enbe i n b ^ v i o u r i s perhaps due to the different 
el e c t r i c a l properties of the glass. The volume specific resistarce of 
T^QX i s 10^5 c3im "cm ccmpared with 10 ohm cm for Soda. I^rrex glass 
has a surface r ^ s i s t i v i l y 10^ ohms and Soda 106 cihms. The value of the 
latter quantity, depends on the presence of layers of impurity on the 
surface. 
One esplajaiation of the spxrrious flashing i s then as followsJ electrons 
frcm earlier ionisation by oosnio rays or natural radio-activity stick to 
the walls of the tube. These should take a longer time to leak away in 
IJrrex -tiian i n Soda glass tubes due to their difference i n surface ard 
volume r e s i s t i v i t i e s . Thus, spurious flashes might be expected to "be 
more frequent i n lyrex glass since there w i l l be more detachable electrons 
on the surface of tubes made of this glass. 
Since tubes made of I^/rex glass proved unsuitable, a l l subsequent 
measuremients were made on Soda glass fafees^ 
V. S. Reproducibility of TiAbe C^taracteriatLcs 
$ 0 find hov7 accurately the conditions of f i l l i n g could 1 e reproduced 
the efficiencies of two batches of tubes, f i l l e d with ccmmerclal neon to 
a pressure of 65 cm 1^ under very similar conditions, were measured. Pig. 8 
shows the variation of efficiency with f i e l d strength for these batches. 
J t w i l l be noticed that although the i^pes of the curves are similar, one 
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SiV%»ti^tioiii5 w»r© e«iTiea oiat with tuibes flHeS iiith 68 a» Bg 
oooBiereial neo« at a residual a i r pr^amjm ia«ging teem ICT^ an gg to 
1 isaa Sg, The 'witlation of <sltU©i€35oy with fiald. »tra«jgth for tarlous a i r 
pcQBmtee, i's ahown i n Hg. 9, together tdth the ©haraeteristioi of the 
voltage pulse. Bcendnettion of the curves ehowe that the effect oi the 
pfes&Qce of imreaait« *iftouKts of a i r i s t??o*fold. JlratJ^r* redtioe«, 
the laaadimati effi^ie^K^ of the tulies at f i e l d strengths of 1 2 kV/^ aM 
aeeojR^ly i t lowsra the -aape^^ld voltage foffhig^ effisiency of flashing. 
I t i a isitereflti??g to note that " I t h tubes cxmtaining I wm of a i r the 
^ i t s l e n q y at f i e H streiig'^a of 4 W/m i s 5 ^ oaa^ared with 1 ^ for t a ^ a 
ootitaitiing lof^" m Sfe of a i r . 
55i© reijKsti<sia i& the JBaadaKja e^fixiiem^ of the tobea l a wadsabtedly 
due to the pareseme of tatygea. I t i s fcoown that eJeotrMie ljeoc*ie attached 
to Kngrgen molecolea and can thas be elfeetitftj3^ r^oved tsem the aenaitive 
volijBe the tiiae iSxe jwlse i s applied, 
%»e tsresenee of the saall mount of argm (, SJ^) preeent i n a i r oould 
explain the reduotioa i n Hui thi^ehold for efficiency of flaahing. 
(Bee V, 6 ) , 
f^S, fhe. Variatim of Effleiei»;$; i d ^ Pareaiaare qf Hao^ 
«rce tBftscJniuiB effioienoiec at f i e l d strasigths of 13.2 J^ V/Q^  are given 
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No narked differences are apparent betwien the efficienoiee of the 
tuhes f i l l e d wiiAi canneToial or spectroscopic neon in the region of overlap 
40 cm Hg. The ohaearved efficiencies are founl to f i t on a aaooth curve. 
I t i s also s^en that "tiiere i s a steady increase i n effioient^ 7ri.th pressure 
of gas. This increase In effioiency may be explained as due to the increase 
tdth pressure In the number of p373mry ion pairs produced by the ionising 
particle i n the gas, thus ccsipensating and outweighing the loss of electrons 
various mechanisms. 
V. 6. The Variation of Eff ioiengy vriLth Pressiire of Argon. 
I t i s known that the presence of a email percentage of argon has a 
profound effect on gas discharges i n neon. Experiments irere therefdre 
perfomed '.Tith vaidous admixtures of argon. Twen-ty tubes were evacuated 
to an ultimate pressure of ran % and f i l l e d with ccemeroial argon to a 
pressure of 10"^ rm Hg before f i l l i n g Tdth ccmmeroial neon to a pressure 
of 65 cm Hg. Efficiency measurements carried out on these. tubes yielded 
veiy l077 values (15^). I t was therefore decided to use spectroscopic argon 
as the contaminant. 
Tubes f i l l e d with the usual pressure of neon and spectroscopic argon 
up to a pressure of 6 ran Hg were found to possess effioienciet as high as 
50^ even at the lov? f i e l d strength of 4 W/^. The result of the t^xiicienoy 
measurements on the various batches of tubes i s shown in fig, U, I t i s seen 
frcm the curves that the effioiency of the tubes at f i e l d str«igths 11-15 
"^/cm. 13 highest for tubes containing ocnmeroial necm only and the 
efficiency of tubes at low Values of f i e l d strengths of 4 KV/QJI i s 
highest for tubes containing argon at a pressure of 1.5.10"^ mm Hg (1. e. a 
Layer 
Efficiency 
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Variation of Efficiency with Bleld 
for Various Pressures of Argon. 
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7 
fraction of 2.5.10~^). Purtheimore, there exists an optimum argon 
pressure at ^Moh the efficiency i s a maximum. The increase i n efficiency 
of tubes containing argon at lorr f i e l d strengths may be attributed to the 
increase I n the total specific iohisation produced i n the mixture of the 
gas the incident particle and the increase i n the value of the lon^ 
isation coefficient TJ (n is the probabilily of ionisation "by an electron 
per volt potential difference). The f i r s t of these two effects has been 
studied by Jesse and Sadauskie (1952) vdxo measured the number of ion pairs 
produced Ty an of- particle (5.29 M.e.V) fron polonium i n an ionisation 
chamber containing succesrively pure neon and mixtures of neon and argon. 
T h ^ found that with pure neon the number of ion pairs per polonium ©< -
paiiiicle ms 146,000, ^ereas for a mixture of neon + 0.1^ argon the 
number rose to 203,000. This effect ms attributed to the presence of 
metastable states i n neon. Excitation of neutral neon atcms (He) often 
brings h^em into a metastable state (He*) of high energy eVm and long 
. - ? ' if^ 
life-time. The argon aton (A) has an ionisation potential Vi < Vuj. Thus 
the metastable atcans of the main gas are able to ionise the atans of argon 
i n the follovTing maimer! 
Ne* + A — N e + A * + e" 
The cross-section for this process i s large enou^ for gonall amounts 
of argon to cause a considerable increase i n the total ionisation produced 
by the charged particle. 
The variation of TJ 'tdth increasing mounts of argon in a neon-argon 
mixture has been summarised Ty Druves-tyn and Penning (1940) as shorm i n 
acxxs 
0.0003\ 
A Kr Xe 
aoool 
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Pig. 12 
fhe Variation of lonisation GoeffiQlent 
with ^Jj>„ VEirions Gases and Gas KdxturGs. !Ehe 
Pield E i s measured i n voltq/cm and the Ereosure P'^^ 
i n sm-Sg, (After Druyves^ and Penning, 1940). 
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f i g . 12. I t i s seen that for an argon content of I C T ^ the value of JJH^  
for f i e l d strengths of 12k7/cjm i s ircreased "by a factor of three over 
the •mine for pure neon. At f i e l d strercths of 6 kv/m the value of 
i s increased a factor of seven over that for pure neon, T ^ s increase 
i n the efficiency i s again attributed to the presence of metastable states 
i n neon. In the absence of argon ataao an electron requires an energy of 
51.5 ev (ionisation potential of neon) to produce further electrons 
by ionising atcins of neon. In an argon-neon mixture, ho-rever, the excited 
metastable states (16.65 and 16.62 e.v.) have enotigh energy to ionise 
an argon atom (15*8 e.v.ionisation potential) by collision. 
As stated earlier i t has been noticed that the efficiency of tubes 
at f i e l d strengths of 11 - 15 kv/gjjj i s highest for tubes containing 
camnercial nson only. This result i s contraiy to expectation and i s 
inconsistent v^ith the reEUlts of Gonversi et a l , dho found that the maximm 
efficiency did not vary with the percentage of eigon. I t i s possible 
that the disorepanoy i s not ireal but arises, fron the iaok of reproduci-
o 
"bility referred to before. Further experlinental study i s necessary before 
this anaaalous va^fiation can be explained. 
Ihe increase i n efficiency at lo-;; f i e l d strengths i n the case of tubes 
f i l l e d nith neon and a i r can novr be tinder stood. I t i s knorm that a i r 
contains about 0.95^  argon, Thxa could therefore be responsible for the 
Increase I n efficiency of tubes at Icn f i e l d atrepgths foi tubes f i l l e d with 
neon and a i r . 
Aether there i s a reduction of masiDaiaa efficiency when argon i s 
-25-
present or not there i s l i t t l e to be gained by adding argon to the gas 
f i l l i n g for the following reason. The intensi-ty of the flash at low 
fields, vrhere the efficiency of the tubes containing argon i s higher^is 
In general too low for good photographic records to be taken. 
V. 7. (a) The variation of EfYlclengy with Time Delay. 
A study of the variation of efficiency with iime delay i s necessaxy 
for tv;io reasonst (a) the sensitive tame of the tube and the consequent 
probability of a flaeh not being '"ue to the triggering particle i s deter-
mined l y this variation, and (b) I n operation the efficiency must not f a l l 
appreciably by the time the high voltage pulse i s applied. This variation 
has been determined for tubes having a mde variety of f i l l i n g s . The 
ccaistituents of the different batches of the tubes are given i n Table I I . 




neon cm HK 
fressure of 
1 contaminant mm He 
Reference 
number 
66.5 WeO 0.17 argon 1 
67.1 NeC 1.0 a i r 2 
66.6 iTeG 6 X 10^5 a i r 3 
65.5 NeC 1.3 X 10-^ a i r 4 
66.8 NeO 1.5 X 10^^ argon 5 
46.1 NeC 5.0 X 10-^ a i r 6 
43.6 NeS < 10-5 ^ 7 
54.0 NeS 5,10r4 a i r 8 
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The delays chosen i n the e^eriment were greater than 4 yccsec d.noe 
this XT8.S the ^o r t e s t possible delay expected In the spectrograph. The 
pulse height was ciiosen to give a fi e l d strengtli of 11 kv/gju^ the pulse 
width being 4 ^ s e c . The results of the measurement are shown i n f i g . IS. 
Ocanparison of the curves 5, 4 2 f i l l e d viith camneroial neon to 65 cm Hg 
at various residual a i r pressures show the inorersing rate of f a l l of 
efficiency -sdth time deley for tubes with increas * ng amounts of air. The 
effect of reducing the pressure of neon Can be seen ty comparing the 
characteristics of cmrves 4 cjid. 6. At the lower pressure the f a l l of 
efficiency i s more rapid, 
y.7. (b) Theoretical Analvrris. 
In the interval between the passage of the Ionising particle through 
the tube etjd the conmencemsnt of the avalanche^ several mechanians are 
responedble for reducing the number of electrons 'wailable to initiate the 
avalanche. The more inmortant of theoe are ( i ) reccTOMnD,tion ( i i ) diffusion 
of electrons to the glass walls and ( i i i ) capture and attachment to neutral 
atotas to form negative lone of ICKT mobility. The contribution made by each 
of these to the variation i n efficiency \7ith time delay ' . - i l l be discussed 
i n turn. 
, ( i ) Recombination: I f the numbers of positive and negative ions per 
csm are n^ and n^ respectively, the number of reccmbinationa per 
second i s 
N = cjf^n^ n_ (1) 
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cm ion"^ sec*-', f o r neon (Mondi and Erovm 1949). I t i s knovm that 
n+. and IV for a track at near miniinum ionisation i n neon at 65 cm 
Hg are each of the order of 20 ions canT^. I t i s thus apparent 
f r c E i equation (1) that the contidbution to the electrcai ronoval by 
Volume recoDabinatlon i s negligible. 
Preferential reoaabination , i*e* reccmbinaticai of the 
oilginal meanbera of the ion pair, w i l l be more iinportant but even 
this effect ^ould be small since the free electrons produced in 
the ionisation jsrocess have appreciable energy ani soon escape 
frcKi the neighbourhood of the positive ions, 
( i i ) Diffusion of electrons to the glass vr&21. 
In the integral between the passage of the particle and the 
V application of the pulse the electrons i n Hie g^s ola/ly di-Pi\ise 
to the walls where i t i s assumed they stick and do not contribute 
to the production of the avalanche. Assuming that a l l the electrons 
produced by the particle at tine t = o are at •ttie centre of the 
tube, the number Nt remaining in the tube after time t = Tjj can 
be calcxilated. 
I f No ions are concentrated at the origin at t = o then after 
time t , the number Tsetween x and dz i s 
where D i s the diffusion coefficient. I t i s easily shown that the 
correspondii^ number i n an eleaaentaiy annular ring i s 
2]>t ' \ 4J>i I 
»28» 
Thus the probability dP of finding &n electron i n this area i s 
23>t 
For a tube of radius R having an electron at i t s centre at 
time t =: o the probabili-ty of the electron s t i l l being i n the 
tube after t seconds i s given by _ 
Taking the following values, R a 0,28 cm, D « 8.4.10^ omV sec, 
and t (c 5.10r® sec, for a typic5al flash tube, the value of the 
probability I s found to be 0.375. 
I f the production i s assumed to take place not at the centre 
but along a diameter then equation (1) may be w r i t t ^ 
whereJ Vajt/ i s a geometrical funotiai. 
In actual fact the electrons are prodticed along paths of 
various lengths* This cian be allowed for to a f i r s t appiminjation 
by using for AJj the number electrons produced on the mean path 
length L . This number must be reduced s t i l l further, however, 
because electrons produced near the -wall might not be eacpeoted to 
init i a t e an avalanche on acceleration. (Conversi et a l 1955), 
I f the effective insensitive d^th of the counter i s written as 
^ then the internal efficiency of a tube for recording an ionielng 
particle i s approximately 
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^ ( t ) = ^ J?(o) [ 1-exp I - N t ( ^ l - / ] (2) 
where ^ (o) the efficiency at zero time delay i s given "by 
7^(0) = 1 - exp - n ^ 1 - (5) 
and i s the probability of at least one ion pair being pres«at i n 
the sensitive volume, n i s the average mmaber of prtoary ion pairs 
produced along the mean path lengthy J i s found by extrapolating 
the experimental curve ( ^  » Tp) "teck to = 0 and then using 
equation (s). fhe value of L chosen i s such that^L)^ i s equal 
to the internal cross sectional area of the tube. She value of 
5 so found i s 1.4 nm. 
The theoretical curve has been evaluated by Gai^dener (1957) 
for the tubes f i l l e d with NeO at 65 cm Hg at a residual a i r 
pressure of 6.10"^ nsn Hg. The total ionisation has been derived 
fran the work of Jesse and Sadauskio (1952) -^nho found that about 
26.2 e, V. of energy are required to liberate an ion pair i n neon, 
and the data of i^yeiohs et a l (1955) which gave the most probable 
total energy liberated i n the foim of ionisation i n neon. At a 
mean momentum of l.G'. O.V/Q the most probable total speoific ioi>' 
isation i n neon at 65 cm Hg pi^ssure i s about 21 ion pairs per 
cm. .Pig. 15 shosra the theoretical curve, marked T. I t i s seen 
that this agrees f a i r l y well vdth the experlaiental curve for 
delays up to 10 JbLseo. Above this value the divergence becones 
increasingly marked. The Einstein theory of diffusion should 
predict too high a value for the concentration of the electrons in 
the tiibe as i t includes electrons which have diffused past the 
boundary and have then diffused back again. (Lloyd (1958) has 
-so* 
•worked out the pjroblem rigorously using the equation for the 
analogous problem of heat conduction. He finds good agreement 
between experiment and theoiy over a wide range of pressures 
after determining the diffusion coefficient from the observed 
variation at one pressure only 
( i i i ) Electron Att^acdanent. 
The presence of gases havliag high electron attachment prob-
a b i l i t i e s are responsible to a small extent for the ronoval of 
electrons. Electrons produced by the ionising particle may attach 
themselves to neutral atcsms to foim negative ions of low mobility. 
The most ccsnancn impurity IntaToduced intentionally was oxygen. In 
this case the electron attachment coefficient f\ at thermal energies 
i s 2.5.10^^' Further, i t i s known that as the electron energy 
i s inoreased U f a l l s to a minimum at about 1.3 e.v, then rises to 
a maximum of 5.5.10"^ at 2 e.v. (Healey and ffilrkpatrick, quoted 
Ty Healey and Reed, 1941). After a delay of 10 ytt-sec the number 
of electarona attjached to oxygen molecules i n a tube containing 
1 mm of a i r i s about IC^ A qualitative explanation of fig. 13 
i s thus possible. The f a l l of efficiency with time delay i s more 
rapid for tubes containing a i r Tshere the attachment i s in^jortant 
; and for tubes f i l l e d at low gas pressures ^ ere h i s cct^jaratively 
low. I t i s interesting to note that -with a time delay of 2 yto-seo 
the effioiency of the tubes containing 1 mm of a i r i s virtually as 
high as that for those with an a i r pressure less than 10"^ ram Hg. 
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V, 8. The mrlAtlon' of Ifflclenoy ;i7lth Bise Tame 
The eleotTOstatic capaoi-ty of the tube assembly has a marked 
influence on the rloe tMe of the pulse. Values of oapaoily of 1000 
p.f. s. '7ere found to increase the rise time "by about 2yUaec. Since the 
array of tubes to be used i n the big spectrograph has a oapaei-ty of this 
order i t vra.s decided to im-estigate the variation of efficiencjy iisith rise 
time* 
The various batches of tubes marked 1-8 (see Table I I ) were tested 
for their variation of effioienoy vriHh r i r e time of the pulse. The 
results and the characteristics of the applied pulse are shown i n f i g , 14. 
Examination of the curves 3, 4, 2 for tubes f i l l e d with conmeroial neon at 
66.5 cm 5g and residual a i r pressures of 6.0.10"5, 1.5.10-3 and 1 ma Hg 
respectively shotrs that -with increasing rise time the efficiency decreases. 
The rate of decrease of efficiency with rise time i s greatest for tubes 
containing the highest percentage of air. This i s due to the increased 
probability of electron attachment'- during the rise time cS* the pulse as 
the eleotaron attachment coefficient has a resonance fct-electroris in, the 
region of 2 e.v. 
The reason for the lo^Tering of efficiency ^vith increasing rise time 
may be seen frm the foHoTing apprfedmate analysis. I f i s the d r i f t 
velocity produced by the f i e l d E, then over a xdde range of f i e l d strengths 
the d r i f t velocity i s given t y 
w = k E (4) 
where k i s a constant -x-S.lO for E i n kv/cj^ and w i s i n cm sec^ *'-. 
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then the ttoe taken for ths electron to d r i f t to a distance s i s given 
...(5) -
For the maxaimna f i e l d strength of 11 kv/cm* * ^ °^ 2 ^ sec and tube 
radius 0.28 cm xre find « « 4.1 x 10^. Using this value of cK i n equation 
(5) vre have t = 0.26 Jbuseo. I n this time the applied f i e l d rises to 
1.1 kv/^. I t i s known that the variation of mean excitation energy € 
with E for, pure neon i s such -tiiat 6 Increases up to a plateau of 12 e.v. 
at f i e l d strength of 3.0 fcv/om (Rossi and ftauh 1949). At a f i e l d strength 
of 1.1 kv/oia, ^  ~ 9 e.v* This value i s significantly telou the maximan 
value end the number of elotrons vrith energy a ove the ionisp.tion potent-
i a l (21.6 e.v.) can be expected to he considerably reduced, TherefoB 
seme reduction i n efficiency i s expects for the value of 1^ considered 
(2 n ^ s e o ) , 
V. 9. The Variation of ETfjcienoy ydth False Ieftg.th 
The efficiency of the tubes ms studied for two valuesof pulse length: 
2 and 4 yu.see, Wo difference ms found for the tubes f i l l e d at loner 
pressures, A reduction vrculd he expected when the pulse length i s shorter 
•EhaJl, the time taken for the electaron to taraverse the tube. This -lime may 
he oeloulated using the d r i f t velocity of the electron at f i e l d strength of 
11 ICV/QJ^. For a tuhe of diameter 0.58 cm "he time taken i s ^ 0.05 yCcsec. 
This assiOneo a square pulse. For a pulse vdth Tfe = 2yCcsec the time taken 
i s '\^ 0*4 ytiLsec. Consequently no appreciable variation v;ould be expected 
f o r pulse lengths i n the region 2 4 yttsec linoe these are i n excess of 
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thi s value* 
V; 10. Af te r - f l&shing. 
I f a flash' tube i s subjected to a deoond pulse a short tjme after 
the i n i t i a l flash has ©ccurred there i s a f i n i t e probability of the tube 
flashiiii^ a-ain. This phenomenon -was studied quantitatively i n the follc^dng 
manner. The tubes ^ c h flashed at the passage of an ionising particle 
through the assmbly ^ r e noted. After a short interval of time the 
assonbly was subjected to a similar high voltage pulse. Then tubes that 
flashed for a second time were noted. This procedure ^ s repeated for 
several hundred particles. The time interval between the application of 
the f i r s t and second pulse was varied from 0.5 to 10.0 seconds. The 
probabili-ty of flashing as a function of time intervals i s given i n f i g . 15. 
I t i s noticed that tubes f i l l e d vdth comeroial neon at high precsxires have 
a •d^d time' of about 10 seconds vflieireas tubes containing mixtures have 
shorter dead time of the order of .l sec. 
,;The reason; :?or i2ie phencmenon of after flashing i s that considerable 
time i s taken for the very large number of eleetrons produced i n the 
avalanche to be effectively raEaoved frwi the gas i n the lube. The probability 
of a few electrons raualning after a time lapse of a second i s thus h i ^ . 
mechanism of removal of electrons are those given earlier, immediately 
after the avalanche reccsabination i s most la^wrtant. v^en most of the 
electrons have be^n removed the other two mechanisms become Ijiiportant. 
This phencmenon i s useful i n cosnic ray studies for two "reasons: 
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particle can be retained "by repeated flashing so that, for example, 
a camera shuttea: may be opened after the passage of the partlclej and 
(b) under ceartain conditions the Individual flashes are Tveak - the 
photographic image can then he enhanced 1^ repeated flashing. 
V. 11. General Bemrks and Gcoaelusions 
The work described i n these chapters was undertaken to find a 
suitable flash tuhe rMch would work fTith h i ^ efficiencies at long 
delays and could be mass-produced. As a result our investigations irore 
confined mostly to tubes f i l l e d ^:7ith ccnmeitjial neon and operated at 
time delays greatet than 2 /u^ec. The characteristics of tubes f i l l e d 
with spectroscopic neon were detemined at one pressure only t 55 m Hg. 
In spite of the i^ither different conditions of the experiments 
reported here end those of Oonversi and collaborators the results show 
agareement i n a number of aspects? 
( i ) The maxlmna efficiency of tubes containing spectix>scopio 
neon at a pressure of 55 cm Hg i s consistent vdth that fotmd 
by Oorweral et e l for the same time delay, after allowance has 
been made for the different vTall thickness of the tubes. 
(11) The effect of adding argcm i s to produce a reduction In the 
threshold f i e l d s t i ^ i ^ h f o r high efficiency of flashing. (Fig 
S and f i g . 11 of Baarsanti et al) . 
( i i i ) There i s no difference i n efficiencies for pulse Is ngths of 2 
aajd 4 ^sec. 
An important result found by Barsantl et a l was the slight decrease 
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i n the effioienoy of tiVbec containing spectroscopic neon at 45 cm Hg, 
f i g * 3. I t i s prol^ble that the apparent redaction was due to st a t i s t i c a l 
fluctuation. In our -rork the efficiency ms found to increase with 
increase of pressure up to the higiiefit pressure used. 
The increase i n efficiency with pressure i s due to thoincreased 
lamiber of electrons produced i n the gas the ionicing particle. The 
values of the primsxy^ (P.S.I,), and the t o t a l specific lonisatioa (T.G.I.) 
for different pressures i s given i n 5fe,ble I I I . 
TABLE H I 





66.6 60.0 50.0 40.0 SO.O 25.0 20.0 
P« S« Xt 10.6 9,48 7.90 6.31 4,73 5.94 3.16 
T.S.I, 31*0 18.95 15.80 12.12 9,46 7.88 6,51 
Using these val-iies i n Equation (S) the layer ^ !£lcienoies are oalcw--
llAted. Table 17 gives t^ie observed and calculated layer efficiencies for 
various pTessu^ 'es. 
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TfeBIE IV 





66.5 60,0 50.0 40,0 25,0 20.0 
Galculated 
liByer 
i l f f ioienpy 




62tO 59.0 50.5 41.0 25.0 18.5 
The agreement between the obseived and tiae calculated efficiencies 
indicjate the coarreotness of the assumptions. I t may be noted that the 
value of £ used i n equation (2) i s 0,16 cm. This i s nearly a t h i r d of the 
mean path length L . 
0onteaiy to the observations of Baraanti et a l i t i s found that 
ccsraaeroial neon can be used i n flash tubes. With the higher pressuares 
used i n our eacpearlment the impurities i n cccaneaxiial neon are not impoartant 
i n reduciaig the efficiency and much logger time delays can be tolea^ated. 
As a result of the eacpearlments desoilbed i t hasbeen found possible to 
prodTJOe tubes of high e f f i e l e i v ^ -which can be mass-paroduoed cheaply. For 
esamgle a. tube ccfnatruoted of Soda glass f i l l e d rdth ccmm^tlai neon at 
66 cm Hg and a aresidual a i r pressua^e of 10"3 nm Hg has an intemal 
effiolettoy of 8C^ for a time delay of 3.7 ^-seo. 
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THE DETELOaia^ T OP A EROTOTXPE SPESTROGEAHi 
Vi. 1. The Bgpeadmental Arranpem^t 
Before the paarfclcle detector described i n the previous chapters 
could be usefully applied to the location of the trajectory i n the large 
ma^etio specti\3graph i t vi&s considered desirable to construct a jflrotolype 
spectrograph and to study ija detail i t s charaoteriaibs. 
The schonatio diagram of tlie prototype spectrograph i s shown i n f i g . 
16* I t was f i r s t operated at sea level without the magnet with the object 
of studying such aspsets as the accuracy of particle location and later 
with the magnetic f i e l d to measure the underground man«itum spectrum. 
Four tube arrays and associated Gciger counters served to trace the 
trajectories of the liigh enei^-particles at sea level. The array ccaasiated 
of five layers of 15 cm tv&ea r i g i d l y mounted 8,0 nra apart betneen parallel 
electrodes. The tubes were sta^ered at an angle such that no particle 
enteldng within the angular acceptance of iAie instrum'-nt (+ 10°) could 
pass t h r o u ^ the dead space. The scattering was reduced by replacing the 
central regions of the electrodes with aluminium f o i l . Since the object 
of Hhe experiment was to determine the l i m i t to the spatial accuraqy of 
location of the particle trajectories i t was necessary to accept only fast 
particles (p > 800 e.V/^ ) f o r vAddh displacement i n the apparatus by 
scattearir^ was small. Thus a low mcdientiaa cut off was imposed by demanding 
further penetration of 53 cm of lead-
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Fig. 16. 
Sobenatio Dlagsm of the Prototype Speota?og3raph. 
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at 65 cm IJg and the aresidual a i r pressure Tras estimated to be 10"5 mn Hg, 
The d h a r a o t e a r i s t i O Q of the hi/!h voltage pulse ajiplied to the ~lates after 
a five- f o l d coincidence were as foHoiTs: peak hdglit 6.5 kv/an, time delay 
2.0 jUzeo, x±3e time 0.5 ^ e o and pulse l e n g t h 4y£tsec. Under these 
d o a i d i t i o n s the intemal efficieiioy of the tubes xTas 7C^ and the layer 
efficiency 5 ^ 
The accuanacy of location vjas detsaroined f3:Tm meesuarementa made by 
Ashton (1958) of the an; l e Q between the appareait ta;*jectorics I n A B and 
0 p fo r a large number of particles. The distributicaa of this angle 
after correction for scattering gave the noise level or •no f i e l d ' l i m i t 
of meaaurcment# Measuarementscf tlie titick directions vreare made by thawe 
methbds* 
( i ) The centre of ©raViiy of the axra^ foamed by the centres of 
the tubes which flashed at each level \as calculated and the 
inolinaticai of the line joining the apparopriate pairs y,ia.s 
detearoined. 
( l i ) A full-scale diagram of the tube assembly ms drawn and cotton 
fibare ad^justed nsver i t s surface to give the best estimate of the 
taf^ck location. 
( i l l ) The photoga?aphio recoa;^ ^rere projected on to a rotatable screen 
ruled -sd-th close paarallel linei^nd the diarections of the line 
y 
deteamdned \ 7 h i c h satisfied the condltian that the sum of the 
distaiwes fran the centres of the flash tube imagesio the line 
was a minimum. 
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i n each method Y*ien a tube v.tis observed to flash i n such a position 
as to be inocsnpatible with the trajectory defined by other tubes this 
flash was I'ejected, Seme ccomentg can be made on these meiiiods. Method 
( i ) has the advantage of being complstely objective, but sane information 
present i n the record i s not used. For example, the uncertainty i n 
determining the centre of gravify of the tubes that flashed i n the array 
A i s reduced i f the approximate direction of the trajectory i s known ftxm 
information obtained frm the tubes that f l a i l e d i n "ttie arrsy B and vice 
versa. Method ( i i ) i s subjective but has the advantages that not only 
the excited tubes but also the gaps between the sensitive regions can be 
used to locate the trajectories. Method ( l i l ) on the other hand relies 
on the ecscited tubes since these are the caily images visible on the f i l i o , 
A basic asETjmption i s that the image accurately represents the end of the 
tube, and with carefully constmioted tubes this condition i s satisfied. 
A l l the photographs tsJien i n this experiment were measured using 
methods ( i i ) and ( i i i ) and a smaller number Tdth method ( i ) . I t was found 
that method ( i ) ^ ave poor recults and that there was l i t t l e difference 
between the results of ( i i ) and ( i i i ) . Method ( i i i ) i s quicker to apply 
and i s ittiioated f o r application Tiiere a hi^ particle rate i s encountered. 
On the other hand, method ( i i ) gives useful additional information i n that 
the displacement of the trajectories at the centre of the f i e l d region 
can be found, and this enables an independent check on the accuracy of 
location to be made. 
The r.m.s. of 9 founyd from the meaouremento with the present apparatus 
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i s 0, SS'' t • 02°. This Value contains oaaponents arising faxxB (a) the 
scat-fcering of particles i n arrays B and 0 (b) the error of setting the 
measuaring device (caress wiare etc) on the best estixaate of the tai^Jectory 
(c) the e3:Tor of interpretation, i . e . the difference between the estiaaated 
and the tirue trajectories, aiad (d) , the taraversal of t h e appaiatus by more 
than caie particle. Of these causes (c) and ( d ) need further amplificatioai. 
Eea:^  (c) refers t o cases where one or more of the tubes dischaa^ed lere 
not traversed t y the Ionising particle i t s e l f . Itobably the most 
imipwrtant contaribution arises from unrecognised knock-on electrons e.g. 
a cjase v jhen a fast paiidole passes tharou^ the insensitive ai^gion o f one 
tube aiid an asscxsiated knock -on electron passes th r o u ^ the next tube such 
that a ^sternatic difference between the best estimate axu the ta:Tie 
trajectoay caanot be recognised. 
The contribution frcm scatteilag and eirars of setting are knoim 
aaad thus the error from the eonbination of (c) and (d) can be detearolned. 
Wiltlaag 6^Q, cJ^ ^  (S'rm ^® ^^"^"^  ~ mean - square deflections d i ie to 
the scatterijng setting and the remaining tsauses TTC have (^ ^^  = ©. 22°, 
(5^ a> 0.14°, giving 6~rem « 0.20 + .03°. I t i s usual t o quote the 
uncertainty as that of position at a single Isvel ( e . g . the middle o f eacsh 
ai 'TSy) and this can b e calcnilated, but i t must be boa:Tae i n mind that this 
uncearfcainty i s less than r o u l d be fotind i f t h e single level alone vrere 
observed on account of ttie i n f o a M a t i o i i on direction given "ly the ccmbined 
data fifoa the tvro levels. 
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T5ie required r.m.o. error i s given 1^ 
< g L . tf'rem 
^ r ~ 
ifiere h i s the separation of ecch pair of the measuring levels. 
The result i s 
S s (0.62 + .10) HSU, 
YI. 2. ConclusicMQs 
A canparison can be- made between this method and the cloud chamber. 
In a cloud diember at noraal pressures the inherent track width for cosmic 
ray particles i s ^  1 M I J being determined by the diffusion of the ions 
before their flaatico by the condensaticaa of the ccodensant. I t i s 
possible to determine the centi-e of the track to Tathin about 0,2 ma, but 
to this uncertainty naast be added that arising frcm gaseous distortion, 
%• careful taitperature control distortion can be reduced, but both short 
and long terto variations i n dietcrtion produces d i f f i c u l t i e s . In the 
MaiKJhester high-energy spectrogra^i (Holmes et a l 1955) clciiid chambers 
were used as detectors end the overall uncertainty i n track location was 
shovjn i n a subsidiary experiment by Lloyd et a l (1957) to be about 0.8 inn. 
Further reduction by more careful temperature control i s i)resumably possible 
but the location uncertainty i n a cloud chamber i s inherently variable 
end i n that respect elone i s inferior to the flash tube arrey with i t s 
canat&nt geometrical uncertanty. I t i s apparent that r. further reduction 
i n 13ie error of location can be made i n the f l a ^ tube array by increasing 
the number of layers, an upper l i m i t being set by the BBodmum tolerable 
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Boattearing uncertain-ty. Stme fuartiier inoa:^se la also possible by the 
use of tulSes having higher interaaal effioleaacy aasd efforts were made i n 




THE CHARACTERISTICS OF HIGH ERESSDRE TUBES 
VIL 1. The Desoaription of the Appaaratus 
The fact that the expeidmental cuarve^fig. 10 ^ of the variation of 
efficiency with pressure of neon showed a steady laacrease irp to 65 cm Hg 
eaieouraged the investigation of tubes f i l l e d at pressures higher than one 
atmosphere. Since i t was found iai the expeariments descadLbed i n Chapter 
5 that a i r pressures up to 10~* mm Hg ga^ veno appreciable reduction i n the 
mxisnm efficiency of the tubes, the parocess of baking the tubes was 
dispensed with. The f i l l i n g eyston was modified ( f i g 17) so that tubes 
could be immersed i n li q u i d nitarogen prior to sealing off. A trolley 
capable of movment along the length of the manifold caararies the Dcwar 
flask containing liquid nitrogen. The D'ewar flask i s anaised by a p u l l ^ 
ostein so that suitable lengths of the tube could be inmersed. 
The pressure of the neon i n the tubes I s evaluated i n the following 
maaaner. I f lo i s the length of the tube (frcm the flattened end to the 
constariction) and i f 1^  i s the length Immersed i n liquid nitarogen, then 
the followia^g relation holds between the pressures of the gas before aaad 
after sealing. 
Pi l i + (lo - l i ) Pi = p l o 
(273-195v8) 275 + 20 275 + 20 
where p i i s the pressure of gas i n the tube while I t l s immersed i n llqtdd 
nitrogen and i s the f i n a l pressuare when the tubes attain roan tentpea>. 




and 20° o respectively. I t w i l l be seen that \7ith almost t o t a l iimnerBim 
( i j » lo) the pressure attainable i s 3.8 Avdiere ^ I s the atoospherlo 
pressure. At a later stage a check \7as made on the values of the pressure 
evalviated i n this maimer by deteimining the pressure of the neon i n the 
tubes experimentally. I t xms found that the calculated values were within 
9^  of the erperimental value. Three batches of tubes were f i l l e d at 
pressures of 3, 2.2 and 1.3 afenospheres. A further batch of tubes at 0.8 
atmospheres tos included vAierx the efficiencies were measured. 
Since the area of the stacks oarzying the flash tubes i n the bi i ^ 
spectrograph XIBB to be 7000 om^ , the electrostatic capacity of eight layers 
TTOuld be of A^2 - 5 thousand p.f.s. This ccxnparatively large capacity 
would cause a considerable increase i n the rise time of the high voltage 
pulse and consequently reduce the efficiency of the tubes. To obviate 
this d i f f i c u l t y i t v/as decided to pulse the stacks fron separate generator. 
This dananded the use of a large number of hydrogen thyratrons (XH8). The 
prdhibitive cost of the l a t t e r favoured their replacement by trigatrons 
(OV 85). The c i r c u i t onaployed i s shovm i n f i g . 18. A 0.5 yM-sec delay line 
dischargizig through the hydrogen thyratron produces the necessary trigger 
pulse of 3,kV for the trigatrons. Several trigatrons were operated from 
the same trigger pulse. The 100 It resistor served to prevent the quenching 
of the trigger voltage across the trigger gaps. 
VII . 2. The Vaidation of gffioienoy with f i e l d Strength 
the efficiencies of the high pressure tubes were measvired for f i e l d 
strengths ranging frcm 3 kv/oj, tp 7 kv/cm- The assmbly of tubes and the 
•^8kv •-8kv 
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experimental arrangement were sizoilar to the one desorlbed earlier. 
Effiolenoles at f i e l d strengths higher than 7 °ot measured 
as the constancy i n the plateau region i s well-knoim* 
Fig. 19 shows the variation of the l«yer emoienoy with f i e l d 
strength. The maximnm layer effieieney of the ttibes containing neon at a 
pressure of 65 om Hg and 10"^ mm Hg a i r was for a pulse having n 3.5 
^ - s e O f This i s rather lower than the values found earlier but i s not 
sta t i s t i e a l l y inoonsistent. I t i s interesting to note that the maxinua 
effioienpy of tubes containing neon at 1.3 /Tom Hg i s 3"^ whereas the 
corresponding values for tubes containing neon at 2.2/Tand 3*0/Tern Hg are 
as high as 70^. Ihese results clearly demonstrate the expected trend of 
increasing e f f i c i e n t ^ with pressure. 
Another important feature of the curves i s that the efficient^ for 
the different tubes reaches 90^ of the maximum value at 'tiie same f i e l d 
strength of ~ 5 kv/om indicating that the significant quantity is not 
VP but simply S. The significance of this i s discussed i n the next 
chapter. 
SoBB photographs of the flashes obtained by Mr. H. Coxell and the 
author are shown i n Plate 1. 
V I I . 3. The Variation of Efflcienov with Time Delay 
The maximum efficiencies of the tubes at time delays vaxTing from 4 
to 24 /^-seo were measured. Here again the range of the d e l ^ times chosen 
was dictated by the values expected i n the spectrograph. The results are 
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rate of f a l l of effioienpy vdth time delay. The 3 7i* tubes have an 
ef f i c i e n t ^ of ^ 60^ at time delays of 24 yCt«eO ocDtfared with 2^ for tubes 
containing neon at 65 cm Hg. 
VII . 4. The variation of Iffioienoy tdth the Wall-thickness of 
the lubes 
advantages of using thin tTalled tubes i n the spectrograph are 
that i t reduces the t o t a l dead spade i n each array and the occurrence of 
flashes frem knock on electrons. 
Efficiencgr measurements were made on ocmpound tubes consisting of 
three sections each having nearly the same internal diameter but different 
VTall thicknesses (0,4 ram, 0.9 ma and 1.2 mm). Bach 'tube' contained the 
same gas at 1.5 /^  cm Hg. Fig, 21 shows the variation of absolute efficiency 
f o r the three •fMcknesses. 
The SQ!o difference i n absolute efficiencies between the medium and 
thin: tuhes io most unexpected. This result seons to indicate that the 
glass thickness plays an important role i n the discharge mechanism, A 
possible mechanism that could account for this difference i s discussed 
i n V I I I . 4. 
VII. 5. The Effect of the Qlearinf; Field on the Efficiency of the Tubes. 
I t i s apparent from f i g , 20 that at high preosure the efficiency f a l l s 
o f f slowly vdth increasing time delay. Thus the sensitive time of the high 
pressure tube ^  defined as Tg = / ^ ( t ) dt i s very long. For example at 
a pressure of 2.S atmospheres Tg = 39^-sec. Thus i f the particle rate i s 
high an appreciable fraction of accidental flashes w i l l result. Efforts 
A B S O L U T E 
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Fig. 21 
The variation of Absolute Efficiency i d t h Field 
for Different Wall^thicknesses of the Tubes. 
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were therefore made to induce Tg 'ty applying a clearing f i e l d across 
the electrodes. This procedure i s analogous with that i n the cloud 
chamber v^ere the clearing f i e l d sweeps out unwanted ions arising from 
pre-espansion particles. 
The efficiency of the tubes \JB.S measured for various time delays 
•when a steady potential T?as maintained between the plates of the tube 
assembly. The clearing f i e l d used varied frcm 70 rolt/f^ to 2 kv/o^. 
The experiment was also repeated with the polarity of the steady f i e l d 
reversed. The effect of the clearing f i e l d on the efficiency vms barely 
notioable even for large values of Tjj viz 20 - SOytt-seo. 
Xt can be shown that for a f i e l d starength of 2 kv/an the transit 
time of an elecitaron across the tube i s less than 0*5ytcseo and a consider-
able reduction i n Tg should result. I t i s d i f f i c u l t to ^ l a i n the results 
on the present gas discharge mechanian. The significance of this result 
i s discussed i n some detail i n Chapter V I I I . 
VII. 6. Lifetime of Tube.s,., 
Flash tubes ccmtainlng a pure ini^ert gas such as neon might be 
expected to have an almost i n f i n i t e life-time. However, ijti5)urities present 
i n the gas f i l l i n g and others introduced frcm the giss wall by the iinpact 
of ions ccjuld reduce i t s life-time. An experiment was therefore carried 
out i n which a set of tubesof previously measured efficiency was subjected 
to ptilses at the rate of 1 per second for 13 days. A 10 m i l l i c u r i e y -ray 
Eour6e (Ba-Be) produced flashes i n the tubes for about 70^ of the pulses. 
The to t a l number of flashes was about 10^ for each tube. The efficiencies 
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were measured again at the end of the experiment. The Oharacteristics 
of the pulse were ;^ nax ^/csa % = ^'^yttseo, 'c = 5.5^sec. 
TABLE V. 
The variation of effioienpy ydth the •li f e * o f the tube 
Time delay 





97.6 + 5,7 47.0 ± 2.8 
Pejroentage 
Efficiency 
after 10^ pulses 94.5 ± 3,4 35.5 + 2.9 
Table V dicm that there i s no significant difference i n the efficiency 
for short delay iines but at 40 ^ seo ttiere i s a reduction of about 12^ 
This reduotion i s perhaps due to the appearance of small amounls of exclu-
ded gases frcm the wall of the tube or a ch&nge i n the structure of the 
glass vaaSLieT continuous bombardment by neUtrcois and Y. rays. This change 
i n characteristics i s , however, tinlikely to be important i n practice. 
VI I . 7. Discussion and Conoluaion. 
To f a c i l i t a t e the choice of optimum pressure an investigation has been 
made of the possibility of establishing a Universal relation between the 
efficiency and seme function cf clme delay Pjad pressure. The single para-
met&c Tp/p was fcmd to be applicable and f i g . 22 shows the variation of 
(absolute efficiency) -sdth T^ /p i n addition to the efficiency measurements 
A B S O L U T E 
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made I n the present woife those of Odnversi et a l fcxr a pressure of 20 cm 
Hg have also been included. The results ^om Ida f i g . 22 therefore refer 
to a pressure range of a factor of 10 and i t i s apparent that the simple 
relation TO a (TO) cohere J- i s an unknown function holds to-a f a i r 
approximation over this range.' The efficiency for a given time deljsy can 
now be determined to a f a i r accjuanacy for pressures between 20 cm Hg and 5 
a-tanosphsres and to a ie oser accuracQr for pressures outside this range. 
The significance of the fact that T j / ^ appears to be the operative 
parameter, when the remaining parameters Jjuax. 1% and t are kept constant 
may be seen from a consideration of the sin^jle theoiy discussed i n Ohapter 
V.7 (b). There i t was shown that for short tdw^ delays ^ (TJJ) i s given by 
1 
The diffusion coefficsient D i s proportion 1 to 1 and therefore Tj) 
P p-
D Ifjj and aincse we have found Tj (Tp) i s a funcMon only of Tp at ccalstant 
E, this must be interpreted as indicating that n ( l - 4- ) does not depend 
on the gas pressure. However, a i s propojrtioned to p and qo the lenglix 
of the track effective i n producing an avalanche must f a l l with decreasing 
presaire. This fact together with the other d i f f i c u l t i e s mentioned earlier 
indicjates that the mec^ianlan of the discharge ai? high pressures (^0.8 
atmosphere) i s probably different fTcm that atlcjw pressure. 
I n the next ohapter the various mechaniaas of ^ a r k discharge are 
destjribed and their relwance to the present measuraaents consider^ 
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CH&PTER V i n 
THSQRBTICAL ASPBQTS OF THE ICBSHAKinM OF THE FLASH TDBE 
V I I I . 1. Basic DleohaTge Jfecihanlgns. 
A detailed study of the variation of the current between parallel 
plan© electrodes i n a ^ s as a function of the applied voltage vTastnade 
hy Tomisend (1939). He introduced the fundamental coefficient « to 
define -ttie number of electrons produtSed per centimetre i n the path of 
a single electron travelli.ng i n the direction of the f i e l d . The electrons 
so formed gain energy frcm the f i e l d and produce additional electrons by 
collision. The resulting cnjrrent i n the space betweenliie electrodes i s 
given by , 
'[ ' l,^ .-.(6) 
trhere d i s the dijSfjf^ ance between the electrodes and 2^  the csurrent produced 
by the ertemal soorce of lig h t f a l l i n g on the c:athode. Equation (6) was 
fcsund to be valid for limited values of the f i e l d steength. When the f i e l d 
strength was increased beyond a certain l i m i t the current increased at a 
more rapid mte indicating that secondary mechaninms ocjcur. The seccmdaiy 
ionisation i n the gap has been attributed to various causes. The most 
probable of these i s the secondary eanission of electrons frcm the csathode 
by the impact of the positive ions and photcais. I f ^  i s the number of 
electrons released frcm the cathode per Indident positive ion then the 
resulting ouirent i s 
(7) 
A similar equation has been derived by Loeh (1939) for the case v^ere 
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secondary emission frcm the cathode i s caused by photon impact. The 
current i s then oi 
^ ^ ,- Ccc-;.)c^ 1 (8) 
where ^  i s wit* rtiEnher of photons produced by an electron per cm i n the 
f i e l d direction, g i s the gecmetricsal factor giving the ftuction of photons 
created i n the ^ s that reach the cathode, ytc i s the absorption coefficient 
of the photons i n the gas and £ the fraction of the photons TiAich produce 
electrons that succeed i n leaving the cathode. Equation ^8) can be shown 
to be very similar to equation (7), Thus we may rt^resent the current by 
equation (6) -cdiere Y may represent one or more of the several secondary 
medianisms. 
The value of (e — 1) i s zero at low f i e l d strengths but increases 
as the f i e l d strength i s increased u n t i l we have 
when the dencmlnator of equation (7) becomes zero and the equation beccmes 
indetenainate. This condition according to Townsend defines the sparking 
threshold. I t has been observed i n a l l t».seaof breakdown that V e^d 
and thus the Townsend cxriterion reduces to 
| t has been shown by Loeb (1948) that i f y e *^  ^  1 the discharge i s given 
by equation (7) but the current i s not self maintained, i. e. the current 
reduces to zero i f the external source of radiation i s ranoved. For ^ e °^  * 
= 1 the nimber of additional ion pairs prodiioed i n the gap by the passage 
-5a^ 
of caae electron i s large enough for the resultant positive ions to 
release another flrom the csathode and thus to cause a repetition of the 
process. The discharge i s then self sustaining and can cohtlnac i n the 
absence of the source. Thus ye = 1 defines the sparking threshold. 
I f Je"^^ ;> 1 the discharge grows more rapidly due to the cimiulative effect 
Ifjr successive avalanches. 
The Townsend c r i t e r i o n / e * ^  = 1 has been found to be i n agreement 
with experiments for breakdom of gases at low pressures. On the basis 
of secondary electron production positive ion bcmbardment cm© expects 
a formative time due to the 1CK7 mobility of the positive ions. Ifiich higher 
speeds of fonnatioii have been observed i n studies of long sparks at 
ateospherio pressure and i n the breakdo\m of gaps subjected to ixttpulse 
voltages. Further, i n the study of spark discharge between a positive 
point and a ne^tive plane, the Impulse breakdown voltage. appears to be 
Independent of the cathode mateidal. 
Various modifications to the Townsend theoiy have been put forward by ° 
different xTorkers. A theoiy of the spark applicjable especially to sparks 
occmrring between gaps at atmospheric pressure and above -^s prc>posed by 
Meek (1940) and independently by Eaether (1940). This theoiy baa been 
elaborated by Loeb (1941), leek, (1941) and others and i s generally referred 
to as the streamer theory of the sparic This theoiy involves the asstmrption 
that the ionisation processes' i s dependent only on the gas. An electron from 
the cathode i n moving a distance*in the direction of the field, 94'eates 
an additional e " icms> In short ^ ps of '-l cm the f i r s t ele ctSrcm avalancshe 
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. leaves behind a dense oloud of positive ions near the anode. For values 
of o( = 17 there are about 1.2, lo'' ions near the anode. Suoh a 
dlstidtiution of ions does not constitute a "breakdown of the gap. I f we 
assume the positive ions to be concentrated i n a sphere of radius r the 
f i e l d strength due to this space charge at the surface of the sphere i s 
q 6 ^ e r e q i s the number of charges i n the sphere and € i s the 
*— S 
electronic charge. The ramber of charges i s equal to 4 7t r N ^ e r e N 
5 
i s the density. Thus the f i e l d produced by the space charge i s 
% a 4 ; r r N € 
3' 
The density of ions, N, can be shown to the equal to«< e'^ 'V?!' r ^ and the 
expression for % becomes 
o<aL 
% ^ e (10) 
S y 
How y i s the value caused by electron diffusion i n crossing the gap and i s 
given by r «? y20t \?here D i s the diffusion coefficient pM t = 2C_ kE 
where k i s -Kie electron mobility E the applied i i e l d strength. Th"us 
equation (lO) reduces to 
ex. X. 
K E 
Fran a consideration of the ratio D for electrons Loeb (1941) and Meek (1941) 
show that E ^  can be \raltten i n the form 
S ts 4/5 0(r ^ (11) 
r 
1010 2x 
T3here A^is the electron mean free path at 760 nm Hg, f i s the average 
fraction of energy lost per iinpatt and p i s the pressure i n nm Hg. 
Equation ( l l ) i n the case of a i r 'beocmes 
y OCX 
• Lf)'^ ' 
This f i e l d augnente the externally applied f i e l d E, the magnitude of the 
the t o t a l f i e l d beoaning E. 
Acccmpaiying the cumulative ionisation of the f l r n t avalanche is 
a larger nimber of excited atcms and molecules. The excited atoms emit 
radiation -which i s absorbed 'ty the gas. The photo-electrons produced i n 
this process i f they happen to be suitably situated near the space charge 
are accelerated towards i t and produce smaller avalanches which feed into 
the positive space charge. I n this -my a positive space charge develops 
towards the cathode as a self-propagating streamer. The velocity of these 
streamers have been observed to be '^ 2.10'^  cnv'sec. When the streamer 
reaches the cathode the space betisreen the electrodes i s rerdered highly 
oonduotii^ and a spark ensues. 
The conditions neoessaiy for a streamer to develop depend on the pres-
sure of the gas ant^ . the abscrption coefficient of the photons i n the gas. 
I f the f i r s t avalanche Is diffuse and broad, and the absorption of the 
photo-electrioally active radiations small, streamer foitnation I s unlikely. 
According to Loeb (1941) the condition for sparking i n a parallel-plane 
gap i s obtained frcm equation ( l l ) by setting Bp = E » inhere Eg i s the 




where p i s the separation between the plates and the pressure of the 
air. 
Since the theory for the breakdorTn of the gaps when small partic3es 
of insulating materials^such as porcelain and rutile^are present on the 
electrode surfaces i s different from those outlined above, a brief sm-
maiy of the medianisa supposed to be responsible for their breakdown i s 
given. The study of Sleplan and Berkey (1945) showed that the time lag 
of the gap i s reduced by the presence Of particles of average linear 
dimensions betneen 0.002 anc .015 em. I t i s considered that these 
particles cause localised intense f i e l d distortions at the eleotrode 
surfaces so that the rate of electron aiEdssion frcm the cathode i s 
increased. I t i s also reported that i n seme experiments a pre-breakdovn 
corona i s followed by the spark. I t has been suggested that the radiation 
emitted from minute corona discharges at the projections could cause 
photoicxftisation i n the gas and bring about the ultimate breakdov^i of the 
gap* 
T i l l . 2. Application of the Spark Theory to Flash Tubes. 
(a) Low Pressujre Tubes. 
The ourvres of figures 2 and 8 show that the efficiencies of the Ion-
pressure tubes attain 90|jS of their maximum value at a f i e l d strength of 
-5 kv/cm . This we shall tem the sparking threshold. I f a spark i s to 
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occur under these conditions, the Townsend criterion / €. ^ / ^^s* ^6 
satisfied. In evaluating the value of Y neoessaiy to satisfy this crlterw 
ion we shall assume the values of c< for ptiTe neon es there are no 
published results <in caaraeroial neon. This i s j u s t i f i e d as vre are only 
oonoemed vdth the orders of magnitudes of the quantities involved. For 
tubes at 65 cm Hg, E/p = 7.6 volts/ram and 3L = .0204 giving «>< ct = 7.9 
^ e r e d i s the diameter of the tube. The Townsend criterion gives 
/ -4 must be-^5.10 , In the case of impulse breekdown 
the contribution to ^ cones only frcm the i j i ^ c t of photons on the cathode. 
Frcm Geiger counter studies i t i s knom that about 100 to 1000 photons 
liberate 1 electron CSrom the cathode. I f we assume a similar value for 
glass the dlscAarge I n the low pressure tubes can occur according to the 
Tomisend me<Si«3Jism, 
(b) High Eresgure Tubes. 
Fig. 19 shows the sparking threshold to be also about 5 W/cni i n the 
pressure range (0.8 - 3.0) /{ Corresponding to the value ^ « 2.2 
volts/onvfem o(<L has a value 1.08. I f the Tcnnsend criterion i s to be 
satisfied i n this case ^ has to assume values !^  0.5, a value 50 times 
that observed for metal cathodes lik e cqpper. Thus I t i s unllTrely that 
ToTsnsend's meoahnlsm can operate i n the high pressure neon tubes. 
Wllii the help of equation (12) x;e can calculate the sparking threshold 
f o r the high pressure tubes. Equation (12) for neon i s given "tqr 
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The valuis of Eg which makes the L.H.S. of the above equation approxinaately 
equal to the R.H.S, i s found to be /v^lS.l kv/jgn. Thus the approximate 
sparking threshold for 5 /T tubes i s 15 kv/^jj^. However, sparks can occur 
at 5 kv/ojji i f there i s a source of e3e otrons o-Uier than those produced 
i n the gas. 
y i l L 5. A Bjssible Meohaniiaa f o ^ the Operation of High 
Eressure Tubes. 
tsx the search for a source of electrons to sustain the discharge 
on i s led to examine the portion of the glass tube i n TiMch the incident 
particle creates icn pairs. A fast ytt meson produces about 3,000 ion 
pairs i n the vjall (0.9 nm) of the glass tube. The electrons i n the medium^ 
iinder the aoticai of the electric f i e l d can move towards the surface of the 
glass tube and build Tip a surface charge. The existence of such a phenonenon 
has been observed i n the study of semi-conduct or s banbaiiied by nuoleotis ard 
electrons. Using eleotronsof energy — 1 M.e.V to baribard seml-conauctors 
suoh as germanium oiystals Rittner, (1948). and others have observed 
conductivity pulses tjhich decay, with time. These pulses, have been observed 
to last for A, 10 yttsec. They have also observed a decrease i n the resistance 
of the crystal by a factor of 10. In the case of glass this effect may not 
be BO pTOnounced due to the peculiar structxire of giss. 
We shall asBVDne that such a surface charge can be pix>duced In the glass 
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and then shall treat the case i:*iere the incident particle passes along 
the diameter (d) of the tube. I f Ng,i io the number of electrons 
produced i n the glass at the instant the ionising pcrticle passes through, 
the number l e f t i n the glass after a time delay Tq can be expected to be 
given by 
- Ti> 
A/ e ( / 3 ) 
r 
where ^ may be tenned the ^ relaxation time. TOien a step pulse E volts/cm 
i s applied the electrons d r i f t towards the inner surface of the tube and 
build xip a surface charge. I f the ccmbined electric f i e l d due to the 
surface charge and the external f i e l d i s sufficiently high ^ > f i e l d 
emission of electrons takes place. As the electrons ecme out of the surface 
Uie surface charge decreases and when a certain number has succeeded i n 
entering the gas the emission ceases. The number emitted can be assumed 
to be a function of the electric f i e l d E, the number of electrons avail-
able i n the glass, and the duration of the pulse ( ^  )* Those electrons 
caning out f i r s t w i l l be accelerated i n the region of the intense localised 
f i e l d and can produce fuirfcher electrons by lonisatlon. Thus to a f i r s t 
approximation we can take the nuniber of electrons near the region of the 
localised f i e l d to be given by 
T - l a . 
( F N e 
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where F i s an unknown function, o< i s the value of the Townsend co-
effi c i e n t i n the region of the localised f i e l d and 4 ac'the extent of the 
localised f i e l d . 
Ifeoh of these electrons i s now dravaa towards the anode and produces 
further electrons i n the uniform f i e l d E iidiere the Townsend coefficient 
i s assumed to be oC. Thus tile number of electrons i n the f i r s t avalanche 
To this must be added a certain number contributed by the ele ctrons 
produced i n the gas by the ionising particle. At -the 3ap se of time Tp 
the number of electrons l e f t i n the gas i s given by 
-
where d a 2R and D i s the diffusion coefficient. (See Chapter V. 7. (b)). 
We pan assume these to be accelexated across the seme distance d as those 
produced i n the g3ass. Thus the t o t a l number of electrons produced near 
the anode i n the f i r s t avalanche i s 
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This i s also ecjial to the number of positive ions produced near the anode. 
Following Meek (1954) we can assume these positive ions to be confined 
lidthin a sphere of radius r « -vdiere t i s the transit time of the 
f i r s t avalanche. Accra^jaiiying the avalanche i s a large number of photons. 
The photo electrically active radiations produced Is assumed to be a 
fraction of the t o t a l nomber Wg. Ytsm the number of photons radiated 
within the (useful) solid angle i n the direction of the cathode i s given 
N. 
whete ^  i s a ramerlcal constant and d A i s the solid angle of that part 
of the sphere facing the cathode. 
I f the absorption coefficient of the phr.'rong i n the gas i s jU^hen the 
nmber of electrons paroduced TTlthln a distance 7 and r + i s to a f i r s t 
approsdmation given by 
2 ^ 4.7^ 
where H i s the region over which the space charge f i e l d eactends. Ikch of 
these electrons i s not; accelerated towards the positive space charge and 
produces further electrons. I f o< i s the TownseM coefficient i n the ccm-
bined vector f i e l d of the space charge and the external f i e l d , the number 
of positive ions produced near the space charge i s equal to 
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II rx 
The ocaadition neoessaiy for the streamer to propagate i t s e l f i s N ^  1. 
I f N has a large value the probability of the streamer f a i l i n g to cross 
the gap i s amall, and i f R i s less liian 1 the probability Islarge. Thus 
the probability that the streamer w i l l not develop ^en ^  positive ions 
-/V 
are produced i s given Ts^ e The probabillly of the streamer developing 
-N 
under the same conditicns i s 1 e , Since a f i t sh i s only observed 
i f streamers develop we can write the probability of a flash occurring as 7 where 7 - 0 - ''^ ) 
whespe y i s thus the absolute efficiency of the tube. 
V l l i . 4. Interpretation of the Se suits.. 
On the basis of this mechanism an attempt i s made to explain the 
Oharaoterletics of the high pressure tubes. The most important results 
to be explained are the following: 
(a) For the pressures investigated viz. 0.8 TT to 5 7t the sparking 
threshold i s 'n. 5 kv/^j^ and io found to be independent of the pressure 
of neon. 
(b) For a given time delay the efficiency increases with Increase of 
pressure. 
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(o) The efficiency decreases vdth increasing values of time delay. 
(d) The effloienoy depends on the pulse width and the rise time. 
(e) !l[3iere i s no significant redxiction i n the efficiency with a 
clearing f i e l d of either polarity, . 
(f) fhe maximum efficiency for thin walled tubes i s lower than the 
corresponding vialue for tubes of greater wall thickness. 
These results can be understood on the model described above. The 
emission of electrons frcm the glass commences when the localised f i e l d 
strength attains a value ^ Vo. The magnitude of Vo depends on the surface 
charge and the applied f i e l d E* Thus we can expect the threshold for 
emission of electrons to be independent of the pressure of the gas, 
though at veT7 pressures a small number of electrons may diffuse 
back to the surface of the glass. 
For a given time delay Tjj and f i e l d intenaiiy E the efficiency y can 
increase with increase of pressure due to the rapid increase of the absolu-
tion coefficient JU. As already noted the value of o( :for E/p <• . 2 
does not affect the espression, (16) .l^r an aj^reciable amount. 
Frcm equation (IS) i t i s seen that the variation of efficiency with 
time , delay Tp i t , exponential. . i n character. 
^ e i i a step pulse i s applied the emicoioh of ^ Ifictrons <^ ocs not take 
place inatantaneouciy. The time taken for the emisDlon to cease depends 
on the rate at vMch the surface charge decreases. Thus, i f the duration 
of the applied pulse i s made less than the time taken for the ealssioo of 
electrons, the efficiency TTIII decrease. Barsanti et a l observed the 
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effioleiKjy to decrease f o r pulse vddths < 2 ^ seo. With a slowly rising 
f i e l d the electrons that are emitted vihen the localised f i e l d i s > Vo 
w i l l produce a analler number of additional ions than those jiroduced at 
a later instant rhen the applied f i e l d has risen to a hijjher value. Thus 
the t o t a l number ITs of positive ions , produced at the anode w i l l be aaaaller 
than those produced Yfoen a step pulse i s applied. The efficiency v i l l 
therefore decrease vrith. increase of H^ . 
The f i n i t e value of efficiency obtained for time delays of 20 Jbu-Beo 
with a clearing f i e l d of 2 kv/^jj i s easily seen. For clearing fields 
< 2 kv/cm there i s no emlsj^ion of electrons from the glass irfiereas a l l 
the electrons produced i n the gas ere roooved. The electrons formed i n 
the glass w i l l d r i f t towards the su^rface and probably remain there ahtll 
a suitable pulse (E > 2 kv/cjn) i s applied. 
Equation (14) shows clearly how the effioienqr can vaiy with the vra.ll 
thickness of the tube. The redxiotion i n efficiency at low f i e l d strengths 
for the 1.2 mm tmlled tube (see f i g * 21) may be due to the partial shielding 
of the electric f i e l d by the glass dielectric. 
Visual evidence showing the existence of filamerttaiy discharge 
Olosely resembling streamers i s obtained tThen the tube i s photographed 
transversely during a flash. 
•..Ji In the experiments described i n Chapters V rhd V I I the ionising 
particles were mainly yit-nwsons passing through the tubes vertically down-
wards. The applied f i e l d was also i n the Vertical direction. I f the 
electric f i e l d was perpeiidicJuiar to the direction of the particle .there 
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should be a decrease I n the efflolenpy of the tubes as there can be no 
emission of electrons frcm the glass for vertical particles passing 
aloiig the diameter of the tube. An experiment was therefore mde to 
measure the eff3x3ieiwy of the tubes with the electric f i e l d i n the hori-
zontal direction vihlle the incident particles were confined to within 
+ 10° of the senith. A decrease of 9. Of 1. was noticed. The expected 
5C^ decrease was not observed. This may be due to the fact that the 
horizontal lines of fo3rce on entering the spherical surface of the 
dielectric are refracted at varying angles to the radius of the tube. 
The direction of the f i e l d inside the glass may thus not be horizontal. 
However, direct experiments are necessaiy to show that the i n i t i a t i n g 
electrons leading to later ionisation by collisi(m arise fron the 
disturbed region of the glass. Cloud chamber ej^Kriments similar to 
those perfoimed by Baether (1957) with glass plates covering the 
electrodes could prove the existence of such emission processes. 
In conclusion I t appears l i k e l y that the streamer mechanism plays at 
least some part i n the functioning of the fh sh tube. Some further 
esperiments are desirable, but a very detailed examimtion does not seem 
profitable since i n general the fundamental parameters of the discharge 
(ionisatlcm coefficient, absorption doefficloat, diffusion coefficient, 




THE DESIGN AM) COHSTROOTrOW OF THE liORHAM SPEDTROGRAIg 
• IX. 1. The Sesiigcn of the Tube Assemblies 
The experiments on the precise location of particle trajeotDries 
carried out xrith the prototype spectrograph described i n Chapter VI 
showed that an overalluncertainly of (0.62 + ,10) mm could be obtained 
with f i v e layers of tubes i n each array. In order to decrease this value 
i t raas decided to use eight layers of tubesin eacih array. I t was necessary 
that the flash tubes i n the four arrays should be arranged i n such a manner 
as to give the mlnlnium positional unoertsinty for the Icxjation of oosmio 
rays Incident vd.thin + 10° of the vertic5al. In order to find this optimxaa 
arrangonent and the minimum possible value of the positional uncertainty 
the foliewing procedure was adopted. 
Circles to represent the internal secticaial area of the tubes were 
drawn on graj^ p&per. There were eight layers marked 1, 2, 5 as shcr/n 
i n f i g . 23. The horizontal separation between the centres of the tubes was 
8 mn, the vertical separation being 11 xm. To begin isith the tubes were 
staggered i n the slaplest manner, the centres of the tubes i n the even layers 
lying midway between the centres of the tubes i n the odd layers. 
Since i t had been found •;>reviously that the internal efficiency of the 
flash tubes was nearly 100^ i t ms assumed that & particle intersecting 
a tube diameter uould f i r e that tube. With this assvn^jtion any ionising 
particle, represented "by the line PQ, Incident on the staok at an angle 9 
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Zero L.H. H.H. ^ i n 6m r.m. s. A 
mm. 
2 1, S, 5, 6, 7, 8 100 98.5 101.5 3.0 1 
2 2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8 27.5 27.0 28.5 2. 25 ^ 5.5 
— 
The intersection of the line PQ nith the scale at the bottcm of the 
scale i n f i g t 33 gave the zero reading noted i n colram 3. The line was 
then moved parallel to i t s e l f m t l l i t eilJier missed one of the tubes 
noted i n coluian 2 or just intersected any new tube. This c r i t i c a l position 
of the line PQ gave the readings i n column 4. The line xms then moved to 
the right u n t i l the ab~ve criterion was again satisfied. This reading v/as 
noted i n column 5. The difference between the last two readings ;:;ive3 
the value of A the overall uncertainty for the ray PQ, Nine readings were 
taken for each value of 0 and the root mean square of A calculated. The 
above procedure vjas re:-ieated for various values of 9. The r.m. n, value 
of A for the various angles i s shown i n f i g , 24, graph I , curve I . The 
scale i s twice f u l l size. The value of h for © a o i s exactly 4 mo. I t 
i s found from the graph that the r.m. s* A varies between vahes of 1.9 nm 
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The Variation of r.m.s.A vsiingle Q (deg) 
8 10 
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giving a value of 0,51 m for the standard deviation i n -Hie 
actual arrangment* This i s the standard deviation of the mid point of 
the range of A about the true position of the trajeotoiy. 
In ojrder to iiBprove on this valae and also to give a reasorably f l a t 
ouive over the range -10° to + 10°, the measurementgCere repeated xith 
the top four leyera displaced to the l e f t "by 2 nm. Curve I I , Pig. 24 
shows the reoixlts of these measvirements. An a^mnetiy was found In the 
curve "between the rays incident on one side of the vertical to that on the 
other. In an atteaapt to get r i d of this asynmetzy the neasuranents •were 
repeated with the four central layers displaced to the l e f t "by 2 mm. 
fhe reB\ilts of these measurements are shown i n curve I I I , Pig. 24, 
fhe l a t t e r curve possesses the desira"ble feature of "being f l a t ova? the 
region + 10° and also gives a Icwer vSae (0.29 ^^  , 06) ram for the standard 
deviation. 
In theory, a purely i^ndom orientation of the tubes should give not 
only a nearly f l a t curve "but also a loirer value of the standard deviation. 
To test this a subsidiary ecsperlment was perfoimed. Pins were fixed on 
a portion of a metre rule shorm i n f i g . 25, the space AB repre3enting 
the internal diameter of the tube and the space BO the dead space which 
included the walls of two adjacent tubes and the small a i r gap between 
then. S i ^ t of these were used to represent the eigjit layers and trere 
placed one behind the other en a board A. Another board B r.lth pins 
P»Pl. P2> fixed as shown i n f i g . 25 \ms usefl to indicate the directions 
of the incident particles. 
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The Sofeematio Diagrsm of Apxjaratua used to Test 
Staggering of Tubea. 
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To "begin with the d^ifferent layers were adjusted so that on looking 
i n the direction of any of the pihs P* ^2 • • *' * ^® 
separation of the projections of the pins (on "board A) on the scale v?as 
a ndninum. The position of the nearest pin i n each layer fron the edge 
of the "board A tos noted. The "board B was now placed id i l l pin P 
coincident vdth the position %, and the separation "between the pins when 
viewed along the directions Pj^ P, P2 P» • • • • etc* noted. 
These give the vaUes of A the positional uncertainty for different values 
of These measurements were repeated for the different positions X2» Xg... 
The root mean sqmre value of A for each angle © was plotted to give 
curve IV, graph I I . 
This same positioning of the tubes was now reproduced on graph paper 
and the r.m.n, A obtained as described earlier. The results of these 
raeasureanents are shown i n curve V, graph I I . Uxaminatlon of the curves 
IV and V shows that the values of the standard deviation of the r.m. s. A 
i n both cases agree closely. Further, i t shows that staggered tubes are 
as satisfactoiy or even better than randcmly orientated tubes. The foimer 
arrangement was therefore Ircoiporated i n the actual experimental arrangement. 
IX. 2. The ConBtruotion and Aligment of Tube AssemTj.liea. 
As i n the prototype there are four measuring layers ABO and D. 
The arrangement of these ia shown i n f i g . 26. The tibe assembly C i s 
described i n detail as the frames A and D are very sdjnilar to B and 0, 
their only difference being i n siae. 
A rectangular fSramewok 56 x 53 qc 15 aff'^ shown i n f i g . 27^V^B f i r s t 
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constinioted. The slots to carry the tubes are milled i n strips of 
^dural and f i t into grooves on a ^ " plate, the l a t t e r being fastened to 
the ftront and "teck plates of the framevcrk. 'She centres of the slots 
•were separated by (8.0 • .01) rm and the vertical separation between 
the centres of the grooves was (11.5 + ,01)mm. The profile of the slot 
was such that selected tubes having external diameter between 7.85 ran 
and 7.15 nan rested only on two points of the slot. Two layers of tubes 
were contained within one pair of the eldtrodes. These were of 10 'thou' 
aluminium sheets held taut between four brass rods. The high tensicm 
plates were ^7ell insulated from the framework, the earthed plates being 
connected directly to the framework. An isometric projection of the tube 
assembly G and a cross-section of the slot carrying atibe are shown i n 
f i g . 27. A photograjii of the assemblies A, B and 0 and the acmmpai^dng 
electronic equipment i s shown i s f i g * 28, 
I t i s essential that the tu'bes i n the various Ivels be parallel to 
one another. To achieve this a line perpendicular to the tubes situated 
syHHnetrically to the faces of the framewofc was drawn on the framework. In 
the region of intersection of this line with the grids G, ^  Gg, two points 
weare ohoseiu The co-ordinates of these points were known accurately with 
respect of the grids and Holes of 2 mm diameter were dr i l l e d with 
these points as centres, two pltcnb lines foiming a vertical plane 
perpendicular to the Gelger counters i n the different levels pasced 
through the holes i n the four fl?am§works. ^ moving the freanewo^ -k u n t i l 
the plumb lines had the same co-ordinates with respect to the grids Qr^» 
G2 etc. the tubes could l e made parallel to one another tTithin ± 4 'thous' 
0 
Fig. 28. 
Photograph of the Asscablias A, B, C and the Electronic Equipment 
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The ttums ei»t*ining the t i ^ e t i n the four levsls war« klntmatleal^jr 
located i n the oonv«itioaal ••xm«r. 
A mirror aystea (?lg* 26) , l^^Jf^ tnablcs the flasht* of Ihe tubM 
i n the levels A and B to be photographed on the same f i l a * 
IX. 3. general Remarfca and Future Work 
Using value of the standard deviation for the overall uncertain-
ty obtained i n Chapter IX. 1, the fflaadnua detectable monentua of the 
spectrograph i s estiaated to be ^600 G.e.v/^ . The displacement of any 
fast particle due to scattering i n the instrunent i s -^^ i t ^ of the dis-
placement due to the deflection i n the magnetic f i e l d * 
I n conclusion i t aigr be said that the prototype spectrograph 
described i n Chapter VI has been operated sucoessflilly i n Nottingham, and 
measurements of l^e momentum spectrum of 1,000 particles have beoi made. 
The Durham Spectrogra]^ i s nearly r e a ^ and i t i s expected that measure-
ments on the spectrum and the positive - negative ratio of fast particles 
w i l l eooi:i be zaade. 
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APPEHDIX I 
St a t i s t i c a l Treatment of the Flash Tube Data. 
The problem if^ to derive the best estimate of flash tube efficienqy 
and i t s standar.'. deviation. Consider the case ^ e r e we have a layer of 
tubes and single cosmic rays ,pasriing through. I f i n an espertoent there 
are 'a' flashes and 'b' blanks then we define the layer efficiency^ ^, 
1 
Now a and b are both distri"buted according to Poisson statistics^ so that 
the standard deviatiaiof a i s ^iTand b i s ^/^. Thus we have 
/ ^ 7 CL 




a 77 y f ^ ^® small differentials i n calculus notation and ce 
square and add independently to find the standard deviation 
But 
< 
Since the standard deviation of a i s ^/a"we have 
Changing the notation to n flashes out of N frames we have 
IhUB the emolenoy I s given l y 
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